E-Lit Databases
translate literature into a valuable
knowledgebase for drug research
and toxicology

Not enough time to keep up with literature?
E-Lit Databases – discover new chemicals & relationships!
Why?
Subject Matter Expertise in
producing custom
knowledgebases from diverse
sources for biology, chemistry,
and applications
IP opportunities & positioning
Accelerate discovery

Benefits
Holistic
approach

Comprehensive
chemicals associated
with an organism

Enhances
citations

Uncovers more
relationships
Improves insights
Augments citations

Saves time and effort

Confidentiality
Customized and
curated databases
Combined article +
Information retrieval

Competitive intelligence
Due diligence
New R&D
Products

Who?
Industry: Scientific R&D, clinical
trials, and regulatory affairs
Academia: Discovery Research
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Biomedical

E-Lit Customized Relational Databases
PATHOLOGY
A key differentiator from competitors is that E-Lit libraries
provide the user with information (e.g., chemicals extracted
from a marine organism) as well as articles. This holistic
approach provides researchers with substantially more value
over other services such as PubMed, who only facilitate article

retrieval.
Diverse customers include industry, academia, and government
organizations as well as research foundations interested in
uncovering new solutions for unmet medical needs. The E-Lit
search interrogates more than 20 million publications in
PubMed for specific terms, validated against a dictionary,
which are then loaded into a proprietary database. The
resulting
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All Articles
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Link To Structures & Patents
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